I. INTRODUCTION

Clear Path OS 2200 is the complete, premier operating environment for Clear Path Forward Dorado systems. The OS 2200 operating system sits at the environment’s core, delivering the unmatched security, robust scalability, availability, data integrity, and ultra-high-volume transaction processing capabilities core business applications and digital business processes demand. These applications are run by transaction managers and application servers designed especially for and tightly integrated with the OS 2200 environment, enabling them to manage exceedingly high transaction volumes with ease. But they’re just as adept at processing transactions from a variety of sources, including mobile devices and distributed transactions in heterogeneous environments. This can pair applications with the environment’s relational or hierarchical databases. No matter which option you choose, you’ll take advantage of mature, proven technology that’s highly scalable, secure, and reliable – and able to integrate with applications running in external operating environments, including Java, Microsoft Windows, UNIX, and Linux.

The new release bolsters the (of which OS 2200 is a part) the only one on the market from which data has never been forcibly extracted while enhancing digital access to OS 2200. New features that facilitate data center transformation and application modernization round out the new offering.

The OS 2200 security system is designed to protect data from unauthorized access, modification, or exposure, while keeping systems and data available to support your business. If the system is used properly in conjunction with other vital security measures, your site and your data will be well protected and available.

OS 2200 security is based on a combination of hardware and software architecture, including features that you can deploy to meet the requirements of your security policies. OS 2200 is flexible enough to let you choose the protections that you need and deploy and administer them efficiently.

Defense in depth provides multiple layers of protection against attacks that can harm your enterprise. From physical security to network perimeter firewalls to safeguards in the hardware, firmware, and software on data center servers, each layer contributes to the safety of your data and your customers’ access to it. The ClearPath OS 2200 environment provides for multi-level data
confidentiality, integrity, and availability protection.

This feature of OS2200 allows the us to be the end user. As us using the OS2200 system in the defense mechanism which intern help to keep the data which are related to public and private protected and secure. In this paper the features of OS2200 system is been compared with the currently using operating system such as windows and the Linux.

II. PROBLEM AREA

The difference of other operating system such as windows and Linux operating system lack in security, log file managements, bulk transactions and other such things. The windows operating system requires an periodic updates of the security patches inorder to protect from the viruses.

Even though Linux operating system is better than the windows operating system in security as it depends on the password entry prior to the execution of any other unauthorized programmed. The Linux operating system drawbacks that it could not support large number of port for the application and it is open source as the source code is available for the developers to modify and update it may not secure to use the Linux operating system to use for the large transactions.

Contrasted with different working frameworks, Microsoft safety is feeble. As indicated by way of their very own designers, their objects "certainly are not constructed for protection." The outcome is that Windows PCs are greater probably than distinctive frameworks to be seized and used to carry the entirety from spam to despise mail. Far greater atrocious, one of these movements simply focuses to the PC that changed into undermined: for the reason that Windows doesn't produce log files, the proprietor has no chance to get of demonstrating another person's affiliation. Another part of this difficulty has to do with internal safety from a regulatory angle.

Designing any PC is tedious and Windows is virtually no exemption. In this manner, it's higher if customers can be kept from making changes to precise pieces of the framework, no matter whether or not intentionally or by chance. Lamentably, simply with a fantastic problem is it doable to accomplish a degree of exceptional-grained managerial manipulate on Windows frameworks, that is the reason it's far on occasion observed out of doors of larger institutions. What this implies for agencies is that Windows frameworks require substantially extra time and exertion to maintain up than one of a kind frameworks.

The inability to do so will simply bring about steadily misplaced profitability or more regrettable. This issue is commonly regarded as component of Microsoft's issues with security. The weak spot of any of Microsoft's working frameworks to PC infections has constantly been articulated approximately all PC infections goal Windows PCs and automatically unleash newsworthy devastation. For positive, if no longer for Windows, the multi-million dollar adverse to the infection industry as we likely are conscious it might be for all intents and purposes non-existent. Infections on special tiers, put something aside for maybe the greater seasoned Mac operating frameworks, are cautiously an irregularity. What this implies for agencies, is that that they should choose the option to continue setting resources into against infection programming for the entirety in their Windows PCs, simply as to live aware of the practically daily arrival of Microsoft safety patches.

The vulnerability which was stated as CVE-2020-060 is a spoofing flaw that may affect the home windows running CryptoAPI, a component that handles the cryptographic features inside the operating device.

III. SCOPE

Windows OS runs in excess of 95 percent of PCs over the world. It is created and delivered by Microsoft Corporation to run PCs and is the most well known OS, ruling the most piece of the overall industry. The Windows OS is amazingly a decent working frameworks fit for overseeing framework assets, performing multiple tasks and significantly more. Microsoft flaunts different variants including Windows 7, 8, 8.1 and 10 and has truly cleared path with its Operating Systems for the processing scene. There are a few issues that conundrum this framework

- Crashing of a low-level programming or drivers
- Drivers refreshes turning out badly
- A broken equipment
- A infection assault on your framework
- Windows freezes or quits reacting

Interface with frameworks and applications spread the world over. Bring together access to the entirety of your business procedures and information. Give customers steady, secure assistance. Handle a huge number of exchanges each day. With the ClearPath Forward condition as the arrangement of record at the center of your computerized business, it's everything
As coordinate equipment programming stacks, ClearPath Forward frameworks are prepared by configuration to convey incredible, secure, exceptionally accessible business-basic exchange handling while giving the open qualities that are so basic to taking part in the present assorted registering conditions.

Dynamic and secure, with the adaptability to get to regular outside databases and run on mainstream working frameworks. Avoid combining SI and CGS units, such as current in amperes and magnetic field in oversteps. This often leads to confusion because equations do not balance dimensionally. If you must use mixed units, clearly state the units for each quantity that you use in an equation.

Usage condition for the present framework that requires systems, for example, dispersed exchanges, message lining, open information get to, and different server mix. A significant element of OS2200 is coordinated working condition that empowers the application to take an interest in conveyed exchange. The ClearPath OS2200 execution depends on the business standard DTP mode. This usage gives exchange handling conventions characterized by ISO OSI.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The X/Open Distributed Transaction Processing model and principles are the reason for a significant part of the OS 2200 capacity. Full help for the X/Open XA APIs including two-stage submit are incorporated with exchange middleware, the database chiefs, and in any event, grouping. Access to OS 2200 information can be produced using basically any stage and innovation. Thus, OS 2200 applications can get to information on practically some other stage.

Coordinated system is a training that advances persistent emphasis of improvement and testing all through the product advancement lifecycle of the undertaking. Light-footed is a procedure by which a group can deal with an undertaking by separating it into a few phases and including steady coordinated effort with partners and persistent improvement and emphasis at each stage. The Agile strategy starts with customers portraying how the finished result will be utilized and what issue it will unravel. This explains the client's desires to the task group. When the work starts, groups push through a procedure of arranging, executing, and assessing which may very well change the last deliverable to meet the client's requirements better. Consistent cooperation is vital, both among colleagues and with venture partners, to settle on completely educated choices.

The dexterous programming improvement accentuates on four fundamental beliefs.

Individual and group co-operations over procedures and devices

Working programming over exhaustive documentation Customer cooperation over agreement arrangement Responding to change over after an arrangement.

OS 2200 Transaction Processing

V. OS2200 ARCHITECTURE

The 2200 Series design gives numerous registers. Base registers sensibly contain a virtual location that focuses to a word in a code or information bank (section). They may highlight the start of the bank or to any word inside the bank. File registers are utilized by guidelines to alter the counterbalance of the predefined or accepted base register. Basic number juggling (include, subtract) might be performed on all record registers. Likewise, file registers comprise of a lower balance parcel and an
upper addition partition.

A guidance may both utilize the counterbalance an incentive in a list register as a major aspect of an address and indicate that the addition is to be added to the balance. This enables circles to be practiced with less guidelines as augmenting the file by the progression size can be cultivated without a different guidance. Number-crunching registers permit the full arrangement of computational guidelines including all gliding point tasks. A portion of those guidelines chip away at adjoining sets of registers to perform twofold exactness activities.

There are no even-odd limitations. Any two registers might be utilized as a twofold exactness esteem. This enables the full scope of computations to be performed on lists without moving the outcomes. The remainder of the registers, known as R registers, are utilized as quick impermanent stockpiling and for certain exceptional capacities. R1 holds the recurrent mean those guidelines that might be rehashed (square exchange, execute rehashed, and so on.).

R2 holds a piece veil for a couple of guidelines that play out a bitwise consistent activity not withstanding some different capacities

The Exec registers are not writable by client applications albeit some client code can understand them. Therefore, the Exec is deliberately planned never to leave private, secure, or secret data in registers. Guidance understanding picks the proper register set to utilize dependent on a piece in the Processor State Register. This bit is constantly set (changed to special) on an interfere. All registers are additionally obvious in the location space, yet the Exec divide is ensured and a reference by non-favored code will bring about an issue intrude.

**Fig 2. Dorado and Libra Architecture**

The 2200 Series utilizes a 36-piece sectioned virtual location space. We'll take a gander at the tending to design.

The 2200 Series is a CISC design framework. Not exclusively are there countless guidelines (current tally is around 245) yet a significant number of them have tending to variations. A portion of the variations are encoded legitimately in the guidance design (incomplete word references) and some are reliant on Processor State Register settings. Numerous guidelines additionally perform exceptionally complex capacities, for example, one that actualizes a huge piece of the COBOL EDIT action word.

**Fig 3. Exec Architecture**
VI. FUNCTIONS

Operating system 2200 Software Series item contributions and send their product surroundings in virtualized framework, including changing them to execute in private, open and half and half mists. Operating system 2200 Release 18.0 both reaffirms and advances Unisys' promise to the vital ClearPath Forward family, ranking executive, ClearPath Forward item the board, Unisys. Endeavor to make OS 2200 not simply the head motor for secure, high-force venture registering, yet in addition the reasonable decision as the establishment for the developing computerized server farm.

Improved Security Enhanced encryption and record security are features of OS 2200 Release 18.0. For instance, expansion of the Secure Sockets Layer/Transport Layer Security (SSL/TLS) convention to the framework's Communications Interface for Transaction Applications (CITA) empowers clients to scramble arrange information, use message overviews to shield messages from change and confirm their characters utilizing PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) endorsements.

Advanced Delivery As the initial phase in an activity to change bundling and dissemination of all ClearPath programming items, Unisys is moving conveyance of OS 2200 Release 18.0 from physical media to computerized downloads as the vehicle for customers to get to all segments of their recently obtained programming condition.

All downloads will be accessible through the Unisys Download Center (UDC), highlighting another, simpler to-utilize interface. The middle will likewise use an industry-standard Content Delivery Network to give quick, dependable downloads.

Server farm Transformation Major upgrades for big business wide information preparing and the board in OS 2200 Release 18.0 incorporate new abilities for Apex, the web application that empowers streamlined administration of the OS 2200 condition. Among those are writing about record get to, making it simpler to distinguish suspicious action and spot deficient security strategies. Also, Release 18.0 incorporates improvements to Operations Sentinel, which gives single-direct remote administration toward an association's whole IT framework disconnected as well as continuously or close to constant. Accordingly, profoundly engaged and responsive administrations would now be able to be conveyed. What's more, there has been a flood of enthusiasm for distributed computing.

Execution condition for the present framework that requires systems, for example, conveyed exchanges, message lining, open information get to, and different server coordination. A significant element of OS2200 is incorporated working condition that empowers the application to take part in circulated exchange.

System services are the services provided by calls to the OS 2200 Executive system (the Exec). These services are extended mode versions of the services provided by Executive requests in basic mode. For example, calls exist for creating new activities, scheduling transactions, or registering for contingencies.

The Service Library is a collection of services that perform common tasks for programs written in the compiler languages. These services provide high-level interfaces to perform tasks that would otherwise require low-level programming.
Services are currently available for the C language compiler and, to a limited extent, the COBOL compiler. SLIB provides copy elements that contain definitions of procedures, data structures, parameters, and constants used in calls. The calling programs include these copy elements in their compilations and make run-time calls. System services relate to SLIB routines in that these routines take a user’s input and make the call to the Exec.

The Master Configuration Table (MCT) is an internal Exec data structure that contains information describing the system configuration. The MCT is built at system generation to reflect the site-specific system configuration and is recreated on tape recovery boots.

VII. CONCLUSION

Innovation improvements have prompted a multiplication of new gadgets for getting to data, for example, advanced cells, ClearPath OS 2200 Release makes it simpler and more cost-proficient for IT associations to verify their basic registering foundation, modernize their application surroundings and change their server farms into motors for computerized business through help for information examination and other empowering abilities.

In a commercial center where change is the main consistent, customers keep up a long haul pledge to OS 2200 as the establishment of the IT foundation that maintains their business, OS 2200 promise to keep including an incentive by giving the more prominent security, receptiveness, portability, adaptability and adaptability our customers need to stay effective as their business advances.

Operating system 2200 joins a scope of generally accessible apparatuses that empower engineers with aptitudes Microsoft .NET and different conditions to make interoperable electronic applications. For instance, CS2200, another item, gives a streamlined, attachment-based program interface that makes it simpler for .NET applications to get to OS 2200 records and applications.
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